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Gov. J.[.Osborne
This Afternoon

. PARACHUTE -$158.
These two bombardier cadets the San Angelo, Texas, Bombardier school use some expensive equipment in learning to drop
their bombs. Pictured are the costs of some of the U. S. army
air force equipment which your bonds are helping to buy.
—AP Telemat

Full Use Of Farm Tractors
In Planting Crops Is Urged
In a recent letter
County
Agent J. F. Graham made an
appeal to tractor owners of the
county to make maximum use
of such power equipment as an
aid in reaching food production
goals.
Mr. Graham said delay of
spring work has created great
need for substituting power machinery for teams and
that
tractor owners can make a valuable contribution to the Nation's food supply by giving all
assistance possible to other farm-

ers in getting out their crops. He
suggests farmers who do not
own tractors and tractor equipment can exchange team and
manpower for such assistance
and in many instances the exchalige can be profitable to
both.
Mr. Graham urges all farmers
who own power equipment to
analyze the situation in their
neighborhood and where such
exchanges can be made with
benefit to all concerned, it should
be done.

SUNDAY SCHOOL DAY
WILL BE OBSERVED
IN PRINCETON, MAY 2

Fox Is Elected
USO Chairman

Posters appeared throughout
the business district of Princeton Tuesday in connection with
annual celebration of Go-ToSunday-School Day in Kentucky,
Sunday, May 2. Congregations
here have made special plans
for the observance and effort is
being made to have every family
represented in a Sunday School
here, a church official said.

Farmer Suffers Pelvic
Fracture Under Tractor
Luke McCarty, prominent
farmer of the Saratoga section
of Lyon county, suffered severe
injuries Tuesday when a stalled
tractor turned over pinning him
beneath it. He was brought to
Princeton, where he received
emergency treatment, and was
then taken to Jennie Stewart
Hospital, Hopkinsville, where
examination showed he had suffered a fracture of the left side
of his pelvis.

Accidents Take More
Lives Than War, Claim
(By Associated Press)
Chicago, April 28—The National Safety Council drew these
comparisons today:
Casualties to the U. S. Armed
forces since Pearl Harbor, 78,235
including 12,123 dead, 15,049
wounded and 51,063 missing,
prisoners or interned, according
to latest office of war information figures.
Casualties to American workers through accidents since Pearl
Harbor, 64,500 dead and 6,000,000 injured on or off the job.

nge Jobs

Senior Class Play
To Be Presented May 7

by Hollowell has rePosition at GoldnamcePt, employment at
Drug Store. She res Ernestine Tatum,
(Tented a position at
They will assume
duties Monday.

The annual senior class play
will be presented Friday night
May 7, at Butler High School
Auditorium, at 7:30 o'clock. Title
of the play is "High Pressure
Homer". Sponsors are Misses
Beulah Mullens and Sarah Trotter and Coach Clif Cox.

Representatives Of
Civic Clubs Pledge
Support Of Program
Rev. John N. Fox was elected
chairman of the Princeton USO
organization, Dr. J. J. Rosenthal,
vice chairman, Miss Robbie Lou
Hobgood, secretary and J. B.
Lester, treasurer (reelected) at
a meeting held in the courthouse
last Friday night.
Representatives of Kiwanis,
Rotary, Gradatim and other
clubs were present and pledged
support of USO activities here.
Proposal to open a weekend
recreational center for visiting
men in uniform was made and
need of such a project was discussed pro and con, with action
deferred. About 50 persons were
present.

More Automobiles To
Be Put On Market In
May, OPA Announces
Washington, April 28—Anticipating a seasonal increase in
demand, the OPA Tuesday set a
quota of 50,000 new passenger
automobiles for rationing in May
compared with 38,000 for April.
OPA also announced a quota of
88,200 new bicycles for rationing
in May, the same as in April.

20 Pounds Of Hose
Needed For Quota
Caldwell County Home Demonstration Agent Nancy Scrugham urges women to gather as
many discarded nylon hose as
possible to meet the month's
quota, which is 100
pounds.
Twenty more pounds are needed,
she said.

Brown Is Honored
At the annual meeting of the
West Kentucky Funeral Directors
Association in Paducah last
Tuesday, G. Homer Brown was
elected second vice-president. He
was the only delegate from
Princeton.

Funeral services for Gov. John
E. Osborne, former chief executive of Wyoming, Assistant Secretary of State in • Woodrow
Wilson's
administration, congressman for two terms and for
years a member of the Democratic National Committee, will
be held this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock from the home of his
sister-in-law, Mrs. R. D. Garrett,
the Rey. John N. Fox officiating.
Burial will be in the Garrett
mausoleum, Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Governor Osborne was born in
Westport, N. Y., June 19, 1854,
and died at his home in Rawlins,
Wyo., April 24, after a heart attack. His daughter, Mrs. John W.
Todd, San Antonio, Texas, accompanied the body here, arriving Wednesday afternoon. Other
survivors are a niece, Mrs. Walter Walker, and two nephews,
Earl and Robert Osborne, Westport, N. Y., brother-in-law,
Shell R. Smith,sister-in-law, Mrs.
Robt. D. Garrett, and niece,
Katharine R. Garrett, Princeton.
Graduating in medicine from
the University of Vermont, he
went to Rawlins in the early
80s, and for some years, was
surgeon fOr the Union Pacific
Railroad. In 1892, he was elected
Governor of Wyoming, serving
two terms, after which, in 1896,
he went to Congress, then becoming a member of the Democratic National Committee.
November 2, 1907, he married
Miss Lena Smith, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Smith, Princeton. Mrs. Osborne
died March 2, 1942, and was
buried here.
Governor Osborne's last public service was as First Assistant Secretary of State, 1912 to
1916, after which he returned
to Rawlins and became President
of the Rawlings National Bank.
He was chairman of the bank's
board at the time of his death.
He was a member of the Elks,
Masonic Lodge, Shrine and
Knights Templar, and affiliated
with the Presbyterian Church.
He was a frequent visitor here,
especially in recent years, making a large circle of friends who
welcomed him as a favorite
"adopted citizen" of Princeton.
Pallbearers will be John E.
Young, Charles Ratliff, Jr., Richard Ratliff, Clifton Hollowell, D.
B. Osborne and J. B. Lester. A
choir composed of Mrs. Frank
Wood, Mrs. Walter Towery,
Frank Wood and Frank Morgan
will sing.

Civilian Defense
Activity Urged
State Director Appeals For All-Out
Preparation Here
An urgent appeal to all Civilian Defense Council members
here to "stand ready to give aid
and comfort to loved ones of
those who will lose their lives
in Tunisia and to protect them
and their possessions" has been
received here by Leo F. Walker,
chairman, from J. J. Greenleaf,
State director of Civilian Defense.
Mr. Greenleaf's telegram
stressed necessity of taking every
possible step to increase interest in and intensive organization
and training of all elements of
the local council, regardless of
their other duties, difficulties or
diversions," so we may be able
to function immediately upon
receipt of any unexpected call."
The message said execution of
U. S. flyers who bombed Tokyo
"will arouse our fighting men
everywhere to greater heights of
desperate valor."
Mrs. James Landes returned
Monday from Champaign, Ill.,
where she visited her husband,
Pvt. James Landes. He was recently transferred to Utah.

$442,811 Is Total
In Greatest Drive
.NON-BANK PURCHASES JUMP LAST FEW
DAYS TO PLACE CALDWELL AMONG DISTRICT
LEADERS -CHAIRMAN REPORTS AMOUNT
STILL CLIMBING
Caldwell county residents had made an impressive showing in the Nation's biggest War Bond campaign Wednesday,
when figures compiled by Mayor W. L. Cash, chairman,
showed the $172,000 non-bank quota more than $55,000
over-subscribed.
The three banks subscribed for double the allotment of
$107,500 set as their quota, the first week of the drive.
The county's total quota was $279,500; subscribed for, as
of Wednesday, $442,811.
Only three other counties in
this district, of which Ed L.
Weathers, Hopkinsville, is chairman, surpassed their quotas
ahead of Caldwell. These were
Muhlenberg, Trigg and Lyon.
Total non-bank purchases totaled $227,811, as The Leader went
to press Wednesday night, with
prospects that this figure would
mount before official end of the
campaign, Friday, April 30, the
chairman said.
Bond purchases as reported
were:
First National Bank
$105,550
Farmers National Bank
82,925
Building & Loan Assn.__ 15,600
Kentucky Utilities Co.__ 10,000
Fredonia Valley Bank
9,250
Princeton Postoffice
1,925
Illinois Central Railroad
1,775
American Railway Express
186
A. P. Day, president of the
Kentucky Whip & Collar Co.,
sponsor of the April War Savings Bond (Series E) quota, reported sale of these bonds far
surpassed those in any previous
month, and that 71 bonds of the
$25 denomination were subscribed for by employes of that concern, payroll deduction plan.
The Cumberland Manufacturing
Company
has
accepted
sponsorship of the May quota of
War Savings Bonds, it was announced Tuesday.

Homemakers Will
Go To Providence
Delegation To Attend
Annual District Meeting April 30
Mrs. Charles Wilson, county
Homemakers president; Miss
Lucy Mashburn, vice president;
Mrs. Gene Hays, secretary, and
Miss Nancy Scrugham, home
demonstration agent, will attend
the annual meeting of the Pennyroyal District, Kentucky Federation of Homemakers, at Providence, Friday, April 30.
Principal address will be by
Miss Hilda Beal, noted lecturer
of York, England, speaking on
"Women in Wartime Britain."
Mrs. Ralph Scearce, Shelby
county, president of the State
federation; Miss Mena Hogan,
field agent, southern states,
Washington, D. C., and Miss
Myrtle Weldon, Lexington, State
leader of home demonstration
work, will also address the
Homemakers.
Attending the all-day meeting
will be representatives of Caldwell, Daviess, Henderson, Hopkins, McLean, Muhlenberg, Ohio,
Trigg, Union and Webster counties.

Seven Negro Youths
Accepted For Service
James B. Watkins, Clyde Gray,
Charlie Webb, Robert H. Osborne, Paul Chester Leeeh and
William Y. Gray, were accepted
for service in the Army at the
Evansville induction center Monday, and Jessie C. Baker was
accepted for the Navy. All are
young Negro men.

2nd Lieut. Edna M. Collins
Stationed In W. Virginia
Miss Edna M. Collins, who for
the last 12 years was connected
with the Barber Infirmary and
who recently joined the Army
Nurses' Corps, is stationed at
Ushford General Hospital, White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. She has
the rating of second lieutenant.

Salvage Workers
To Meet May 4
County Asked To
Contribute More
Metal, Fats, Hose
Committee chairmen and all
members of the Caldwell County
Salvage organization are asked
to meet at the courthouse Tuesday night, at 7:45 o'clock, Mark
Cunningham,
chairman, said
Wednesday, to make plans for
the spring salvage campaign
scheduled to begin early in May.
State Salvage Headquarters
has annonuced Caldwell county's
quota of scrap metal in the new
drive is 265,000 pounds, or 56
pounds for every man, woman
and child in the county.
In addition to metal, special
emphasis is placed upon fats and
silk and nylon hose, V?. Cunningham said. The public is invited to attend this meeting.

Fairview Farmer, III
After Drinking Poison,
Reported Recovering
Leonard Dunbar, well-known
farmer of the Fairview section
of Caldwell county, was made
violently ill Tuesday morning
when he drank Black Leaf 40, a
nicotine insecticide, mistaking it
for mineral oil. He was given
medical attention and was reported improving Wednesday.

Farm Worker Injured
In Tractor Accident
Jim McCloud, a farm helper
on the Wayman Etheridge farm
near the Caldwell-Lyon line, received severe lacerations and
bruises Tuesday afternoon when
he fell beneath a tractor disc.
He was brought here for surgical treatment.

43,876,317 Pounds Of
Game and Fish Taken
In Kentucky Last Year

Contracts Ready
For Growers Of
Sweet Potatoes
AAA Urges Signup
Before April 30, To
Bring Receiving Station Here
Contracts for Caldwell and
Lyon county farmers who will
grow sweet potatoes, under a
program launched by the Kentucky-Tennessee Food Cooperative, are now available at AAA
officers in Princeton and Eddydyville, it was announced this
week. Deadline for signing has
been fixed as April 30.
The government will pay $1.15
for No. 1 potatoes until December 1, under the contract,
$1.30 from December 1 to January 31, and $1.45 from February 1 to March 31, the contract
provides.
If a minimum of 250 acres of
sweet potatoes is contracted
for in the two counties, the cooperative announces, a receiving
station will be established at
Princeton. Otherwise, potatoes
will be delivered to the Hopkinsville receiving station. The
cooperative is a subsidiary of
the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, with headquarters at Springfield, Tenn.
The undertaking has for its
purpose making a direct contribution to the nation's war effort,
and affording growers of this
area another cash crop, it was
announced Tuesday.
AAA leaders at Princeton and
Eddyville are making an effort
to interest farmers in the sweet
potato project and urge any who
want additional information to
come to the county offices before the signup period ends. An
abundance of slips are reported
available at $2 to $2.50 a thousand.

Tobacco Cup To
Be Awarded May 10
Farm Bureau Prize Is
For County Champion In 1942
Winner of the Fire Cured Tobacco cup for 1942 will be announced May 10, M. P. Brown,
president of the Caldwell County Farm Bureau, donor of the
award, said Tuesday.
Mr. Brown said a number of
years ago the Farm Bureau provided a cup to be used as a
"traveling prize," winner each
year to be the one declared
tobacco champion of Caldwell
county, based on prizes received
in local tobacco show. Later
rules were changed and are now
based on the most dollars an
acre for producer's entire crop.
The first grower to receive
the award twice in succession
or three times altogether becomes permanent owner.
Names appearing on the cup
to date are: Curtis Lewis, G. L.
Chambers, Stanley A. McGowan,
Thomas Sharp, Clint Menser, L.
B. Ferguson, H. J. Hartigan and
Sons, and Willie Wyatt.

Frankfort, April 27—A total
of 43,876,317 pounds of wild
game and fish was taken from
Kentucky fields, woods and
streams by hunters and fishermen during the year of 1942, S.
A. Wakefield, Director of the
Division of Game and Fish, announced today. The Division,
Wakefield pointed out, used the
first 1,000 kill reports on game
Miss Jewel Mitchell, Camp
taken during 1942 as a cross- Campbell, spent last week-end
section for the 86,142 licensed with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyland Mitchell, near Princeton.
and arrived at the figure.

William L. Jones Announces For
Reelection To State Legislature
To The Voters of Caldwell
the
County: Having served
people of Caldwell county as
your Representative for the last
two years, I am asking you to
again honor me with the Democratic nomination in the coming primary, August 7th, as
your
Representative
of
the
Eighth District, comprising the
counties of Caldwell and Trigg.
During the last legislature I
tried to cast each vote for the
best interest of my county and
State. Having served you one
term I feel my experience gained in the last 2 years will better
qualify me as your representative. I have only one promise to
make if nominated and elected
again, and that is to serve as

Representative of the Eighth
District as faithfully and efficiently as I know how.
Being a farmer, I am trying
in every possible way to produce food so that my boy and
your boys may be well fed and
well equipped so they can soon
end this, the greatest conflict our
Country has ever witnessed.
For this reason it will be impossible for me to make an active canvass of my district and
see each voter personally, so I
am asking each of you to take
this as a personal appeal for
your support and influence in
the coming primary.
Yours Respectully,
William L. Jones.
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Unassuming Worker
Achieves Greatly
Altho her work has enriched the lives
of hundreds of men, women and children
and her activities extend through the
length and breadth of the community,
bringing improved living conditions whereever she goes, relatively few persons here
realize or have proper appreciation of the
very great contribution Home Demonstration Agent Nancy Scrugham is making
toward advancement of Princeton and Caldwell county.
Quiet, unassuming, diligent, this agent
of the Extension Service of the College of
Agriculture has done and is doing a tremenduous job of superlatively good work,
day in and day out, tangible results of
which are, when viewed attentively, little
short of amazing.
For example, value of canned, stored and
dried foods produced in 1942 by cooperators
in the live-at-home program directed by
Miss Scrugham was, at November 1 prices,
$52,471.55. Over a 5-year period, amount of
food canned by extension cooperators has
risen from 15,672 to 150,000 quarts a year.
During the last 4 years, home consumption of daily milk quotas in families cooperating with the extension service has
risen from 43 to 81 percent. Fifty percent
more farm women are planning balanced
meals, consumption of home produced
cereals in preference to purchased cereals ,
has risen 20 percent, and 55 percent more
families are eating eggs every day than in
1938.
Practices adopted from home management lessons taught by Miss Scrugham in
the county this year total 7,651. Women
have learned to make at home many types
of cleaning preparations and equipment
they formerly bought. Time saving methods
of doing necessary household tasks were
gratefully adopted by cooperators, due to
necessity of assuming added duties on the
farm in connection with the war effort.
Methods of remodeling, repairing and caring
for clothing were studied at Homemakers
Club meetings and $2,705 were saved by
women who adopted clothing practices
taught.
In the last four months, 369 4-H Club girls have enrolled in garden, canning,
clothing and poultry projects, which is 50
percent more than last year's total enrollment. Last year girls working in this phase
of the county extension program canned
2,250 quarts of fruit, vegetables and meat,
served 1,719 meals, constructed and remodeled 359 garments and each 4-H Club
girl averaged a saving of $15 in clothing
and food projects completed.
Members of county Homemakers Clubs
have sold 750 pounds of kitchen fats to local
dealers since August, have served as leaders
in the scrap metal campaign, collected hundreds of pairs of discarded silk and nylon
hose for powder bags and made 175 dresses
for refugees during the year.
Yes, Nancy Scrugham, who came to us
from the Blue Grass region as Home
Demonstration Agent, has accomplished
great things in farm homes of the county,
will in this year of our most urgent need
for maximum farm endeavor, accomplish
much more of benefit to us all.
And, because she goes about her daily
chores, in fair weather and in foul, with an
engaging dignity and charm we associate
with our State's best traditions, she has won
the admiration of those who know her best
and merits well the unbounded thanks and
appreciation of us all.
A Good Tip
While John L. Lewis continues his fight
to get members of his union $2 a day more
pay and the President battles forcefully in
an effort to prevent price increases and increasing alarm least we have a dangerous
inflation, we are given, right here at home,
a warning from those who should know that
unless we lay up fuel supplies now, we may
be cold next winter.
Best evidence obtainable points to a compromise, eventually, in the union miners'
demands; a compromise which will give
them a pay increase, not so big as they are
demanding but sufficiently large to boost
the price materially to consumers. Also,
mine operators are adjusting their overhead expenses, limiting handling processes,
loading cars for industry . . . and letting
stoker users and others who require cer-

Pr

tam n kinds of coal do the best they can, or
without.
Manpower has entered the local coal
picture increasingly of late; for, whereas it
formerly was relatively a simple matter to
make arrangements for coal with a trucker
on the courthouse square or the hitchlot,
now obtaining coal is a tedious business . . .
which will, perhaps very soon, become much
more so.Trucks are not so numerous and men to
drive, load and unload them are almost nonexistent. The youngest and best miners are
leaving for the armed services. Trucks cannot get the kind of coal their operators have
calls for, frequently cannot get loaded at all.
Provident folk will do well, recognizing
the difficulties here enumerated and the
certainty of higher prices, to buy next
winter's coal now.
1111

He Brightened His
State's Best Legends
Marmaduke B. Morton, country newspaperman who rose to be managing editor
of a large daily and fame as one of the
South's most able journalists, is dead; his
body sleeping in the soil of his native Russellville, his soul in that Valhalla reserved
for writers who toil long and well for little
but love of the craft.
When he left the Logan county farm of
his boyhood to take the hard trail to the
West, Morton had the spark that ignites
men's souls and drives them to high achievement. He knew intimately many of the
rugged men of Kentucky's early and glorious days, and also those who helped carve
out the great empire beyond the Mississippi;
and he came home from his labors in gold
fields, timber camps and pioneer towns he
helped preserve in picturesque prose that
will live long after him, to brighten the
legend of the Fourth Estate in Dixie.
Marmaduke B. Morton's book, "Kentuckians are Different", is a classic every adult
Kentuckian today should read and treasure.
For it he will be loved, respected and revered
by those who, with him, hold among their
dearest possessions the traditions of byegone days which made the State great and
which keep its escutcheon bright in the
hearts of a valorous people whose heritage
of chivalry he helped to enrichen and preserve.

"They Give Their Lives—You Lend Your Money"
U S Irraniry Drfiutme“1

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
See the happy soldier;
He doesn't give a damn.
I wish I were a soldier;
My God! Perhaps I am!
DGS in Harvard Lampoon

By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Some weeks of off-therecord talks here with military and civilian
officials have produced some interesting
"shadows of things to come." Take them
for what they are worth, but they are the
well-sifted consensus of some of your government experts. Here goes:
That there isn't a possibility of knocking
Germany out of the picture before 1944.
The Nazis, preying upon the nationt.listic
fear of what will happen to Germans if they
are defeated now, are going to get more cooperation, not less in the months of waning
militaristic power. The Russians, even with
U. S. and British lend-lease aids, can't do
the job alone. The Axis compaign in North
Africa has had but one major objective—
upsetting the Allied time-table—and it has
accomplished that. That doesn't mean a
United Nations defeat. It does mean delay.
That it is unlikely that major aid in airpower, manpower or supplies will be diverted to the South Pacific and China immediately. Reduced to its elementary terms,
the United States still is fighting a twofront war, with one-front men and equipment. In spite of the unpublicized appeals
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur, and the open
appeals of Madame Chiang Kai-shek and
Lieut. Gen. George C. Keeney, strategists
broadly consider the Pacific theater a Navy
problem of holding the Japs at bay, while
one or more fronts are opened against the
Germans and Italians in Europe. Briefly,
they contend that is the only way to take
advantage of the magnificent military accomplishment of the Russians. To fail to
take advantage of that, they argue, would
be to bungle the war.
That the "inflationary spiral"—just plain
high cost of living—is in its most critical
period, and that events of the next few
weeks may determine whether inflation is
here to stay or is being checked close to
present levels.

number of small investors are to
participate. This was not done in
Caldwell county for the drive now
nearing its end and purchases among
individuals were disappointing.

1111
Two red-eyed white rabbits came
to our house for Easter and delighted the small boys there. Easter candy
was scarce in Princeton; and as for
colored candy eggs . . . even the dime
staares in Louisville had none.
1111
If the papers and the picture mags
don't quit publishing those pictures
of big steaks the soldiers are getting,
pretty soon our fighting men will have
to start writing us some cherry letters to keep up morale on the home
front.
111
This is the season when it becomes
patriotic duty to lend garden tools to
the neighbors; who of course, should
be equally patriotic . . . and return,
with handles unbroken.
1111
John Mahan is puzzled about "how
far you go around the circle before

— Washington In Wartime

Straws In The War Winds

By G. M. P

the Near East becomes the West" in
this global war.
•

111i
Mayor Cash, who has put in much
time on the big War Bond campaign,
is worried about whether we get
credit for maturity value or just sale
price of the federal securities. Could
make difference between failure to
reach our quota and going something
beyond the goal.

1111
Jackie, promised $5 by Granny
"when he learns to write a good
hand," was stopped momentarily this
week when David 5, proclaimed he
could do that now . . . put his left
hand down on a sheet of paper, took
pencil and traced its outlines pretty
well, then printed his name in the
middle.
1111
Visiting Editor J. L. Bradley of the
Providence Enterprise briefly Friday,
Pennyriler learned of high prices
paid for royalties on land in the Poole
section of Webster county ranging to
several times the value of farms
there, until oil was produced nearby.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Strum last week
received $20,000 for one-fourth of
their rights in oil under 400 acres of
their farm, which already has one
producing well.
111
Your reporter was in about onethird of Kentucky's 120 counties over
last weekend . . . and nowhere did he
find people "mad about" the political
situation; or, seemingly, interested at
all. Factions of the Democratic party
appear closer together than in many
years, the general opinion: That Donaldson will win the gubernatorial
nomination easily. Nobody with whom
I talked would bet a plug nickle the
Bowling Green candidate would carry
the Setond district.
In future campaigns to sell large
blocks of War Bonds and other federal
securities it appears likely Uncle Sam
must insist upon better organization
and an army of solicitors to comb the
byways and the rural sections if great

I've been in Louisville several times
just before Christmas . . . but never
saw anything like the throng of shoppers that jammed Fourth street last
Saturday. Mostly women, eager to
make last minute Easter purchases,
they overflowed sidewalks and used
the street, on both sides, for three
blocks. Many women work in war
plants there, make higher wages than
they ever dreamed of; and were
spending their money.
1111
Pollard Oldham is secretary of the
Farm Bureau in this county, not Mrs.
Virginia Wood, as The Leader said
in a news item last week. Mrs. Wood,
who works in County Agent J. F.
Graham's office, will take Farm Bureau membership dues when requested, and forward to the secretary, but
she has no official connection with
the Bureau.
111
Contributed wisecracks: An Ohio
boy was born with four teeth, thus
starting life's grind rather early . . .
A girl with a gun robbed a man in
Chicago, which shows that the gals
are weakening. They don't ordinarily
have to use guns . . With the arrival
of moonlight summer nights, coat
lapels will be getting that school girl
complexion again.

lk

Handy Man
MacArthur
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
I've never written a squib about
Gen. Douglas MacArthur, for fear
somebody would say I was nominating him for President.
But I've held off long enough. We
all know what a real general he is,
but I want to comment on some of his
other qualities.
There's a man that writes the best
communiques there is, from any front.
They read so smooth, they sound like
poetry. I hear the general takes a
heap of pride in his writings, and you
can sure tell it.
What I like about him, too, is that
he's a man who knows how to
pray.
In fact, he's had to pray quite a
bit.
I have a notion that the general,
busy
as he is, turns to his Bible
pretty
often. A lot of folks I know never
look in their Bible till they're
hunting for some money they hid away
and thought it was lost.
Yes sir, Gen. MacArthur is
doing
a big job over there in Australia.
But
think how much better he could do
if
he didn't have to spend so much
time
arguing, begging and denying. He
has
to argue that the Japs are still
dangerous, beg for more planes, and
ii!ny
he's running for office.
1111
Plant diseases are said to cause
an
annual loss of about- $200 on
each
American farm.

time for which prescribed. only
doctor has the knowledge. to det
how the individual will respond
specific drug or treatment.
As you plan your family's
for-victory campaign a first step
be to empty and clean your
chest. Return to it only min
sentials. Throwing away cm
tions is often a protection For
ample, when Jimmy
the doctor prescribed wiote, pais
helped him. Later, Susan develop
same complaints and she' is give
left-over pills. You call the
when nausea develops and red b
appear on her body. Then you
that Jimmy's old medicine wa
only ineffectual in treating
measles but seems also to ha•
cipitated an attack of her old
trouble.
If labels are soiled or blurred s
medicine bottles before you
your cabinet, remark them
Never combine the contents or
containers.
A smart idea is to get from
doctor a list of the drugs and 511
to keep on hand.
The Red Cross suggests a
cathartic but your doctor may
you do not need one. He also
2 percent iodine, a poison,
should be kept in a locked
ment out of the children's r.
cause of evaporation it tra:
strength as it stands and may
cause burns. The bottle
corked after each use and
ing should not be used after
months. .
Other supplies for the home
cine cabinet include baking .salt, boric acid solution, me
cohol and aromatic spirit:
monia. Keep in the cabinet
a graduated medicine glass, a
dropper and a teaspoon. Add a
first aid materials such as one or
small, sealed packages of sterile
squares, a couple of sealed
bandages, a few pieces of clean
linen or muslin, adhesive • tape,
pins, absorbent cotton, tooth
swabs, scissors and a small flash'
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To See Mansfield
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land, and he will go in a
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is a very bright young
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Farmers See What
Hybrid Corn Does

This is a story of a 25-cent pig,
a 10-year-old boy and a war
bond. It is told by County Agent
John H. Ewing, Jr., of Green
county, Kentucky. Doye Davenport gave his father 25 cents for
a sick pig. it was a gamble, but
Doye thought it worth 25 cents.
The pig got well and eventually
went to market for $25.67. And
$18.75 went for a war bond.

As a result of a demonstration
of hybrid corn in Clark county
last summer, more will be planted this year, reports Eugene
Culton, Jr., agricultural agent.
In one instance, first generation
U. S. 13 produced 95 bushels to
the acre, with only about a
dozen nubbins. In contrast, second generation U. S. 13 produced
only 70 bushels, and approximately one-third of them were
nubbins. Kentucky 102 produced
94 bushels to the acre.

ews From The Past

'It's great to know
gou're helping!"

... and

W

Inters-64e

local'phone calls. He said
that every telephone line was
These conditions may be the
signs of Vitamin B deficiency.
Take Bezel Vitamin B Complex Capsules daily. High unit,
Pleasant tasting. Contain 5 of
the B vitamins.

needed so badly by Uncle Sam
that every call I didn't make
would help win the war.
"Gee,I didn't know my
calls would make any difference, but they sure do. Dad

MONEY BACK

says telephone lines and
switchboards are so crowded

IF BEXEL DOESN'T

now that every call I make,

GIVE YOU A
REAL "LIFT" IN
JUST 10 DAYSI
McKIIII6ON & ROSSINS, INC.

Boat
VITAMIN B COMPILEX
CAPSULES

00D DRUG CO.

to be dead sure it's important.
"Mom and Dad, and Sister and the maid, and the
whole gang of kids in my
neighborhood are now doing a lot less telephoning.
• Believe me,I want brother
Bill back home, and if cutting down on my'phone calls
will help bring him back—
it's sure okay with me.
"How about you? Will
you help,too? I bet you will."

Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company
Iscorporated

The Chaplin Homemakers'club
in Nelson county has completed
its land-scaping of the high
school grounds by planting shrubbery.

Service Insurance
Agency
Smiling Stewart Davis, 13, of
St. Louis hugs his new pet "Pepper Number Two" bought for him
by six playmates after an automobile killed his pet bird dog
"Pepper." His pals' soda pop and
candy money and piggy bank
savings went into the gift.
—AP Telemat

INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

There were 4,800,000 farm
home gardens in the United
States in 1939.

always have tobacco in your old tobacco doe

1

40's-980 • 1 00's—$1 91
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Boy Receives $25
For 25-Cent Pig

"GEORGIA BOY," by Erskine
Caldwell
"Georgia Boy's" Pa was good
for nothing but fishing and frolicking—another of Erskine Caldwell's "Tobacco Road" characters.
Morris Stroup was his name and
when he was not loafing (which and gave Ma a gold watch with
was most of the time), his a long chain, which he had taken
escapades made no end of im- while the queen wasn't noticing.
pression upon his twelve-year-old
Pa got mixed up with the local
son and boundless trouble for grass widow. He agreed to ring
Ma Stroup who took in washing. the church bell during a wedPa was a sucker for qpick-rich ding, which would have healed
schemes. There was the day when a war between the parson's best
he came home with the paper- families. Pa rang the bell, but
baling machine, fifty cents down unfortunately he tolled it and
and fifty cents "for all the rest the wedding ended in a fight.
of the weeks in the year." Pa
Pa got a political appointment,
Georgia Boy and Handsome rounding up dogs at fifty cents
Brown, the hired man, baled a head. Pa bought a large piece
everything in sight until Ma dis- of meat and walked through the
covered her Sunday School's streets until he had the pound
hymn books, love letters and overflowing. Included was the
part of the wallpaper had been mayor's dog. Pa resigned.
included. Pa offered to write
Pa's fighting cock was the
some new love letters, but Ma champion of Meriweather county,
rescued the old and broke up Georgia. Pa said he was as smart
the wastepaper-to-riches scheme. as people with a college educaAnd there was the time when tion and named him "College
GETS PRESIDENTIAL GREETING—Extending a welcome hand, to the nation north of
border, President Manuel Avila Camacho of Mexico (left) greets President Roosevelt on his Pa brought a band of gypsies to Boy." Pa would go off for days,
al in Monterrey, Mexico April 20 for a brief stop-over. Mrs. Avila Camacho (center) looks his home to do a little trading. staging fights. Much to Ma's
—AP Telemat The band stole everything in anger. One afternoon, Pa left
smiling.
sight, including Grandpa's picture "College Boy" at home. That
Big Crops Follow
over the mantelpiece and Ma's night Ma had a fine chicken pie
best Sunday dregs. Pa and the and when Pa had finished—and
Erosion Control
gypsy queen disarkeared into the "it was easy to see he thought a
How erosion was completely woodshed, from which Ma routed
lot of Ma's cooking"—Ma anNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those controlled on the farm of E.
F.
o made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- Lebold in Daviess county is re- the queen. Pa explained the nounced "College Boy" was no
queen was telling his fortune, more.
40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a lated by Farm Agent John E.
McClure.
In
1941,
Mr.
Lebold
ar Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
nceton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote applied two tons of lime and 300
pounds of 20 percent phosphate
on a field that was distinctly
drive to the country and an en- rolling and, in a fair season,
Stole A Silver Spoon
capable of prodacing only about
inceton, April 10, 1903— joyable meeting is anticipated.
• • •
40 bushels to the acre. He seeded
Aay a hobo stopping at Mrs.
20 pounds of alfalfa and three
Over Margarett Hill
.y.s for something to eat,
Princeton, June 19, 1903— pounds of blue grass seed to the
got to return a silver spoon
acre on 12 acres.
'r drinking coffee, and was Judge W. S. Randolph and Hon.
In 1942, approximately 80,000
vn by the officers. He was Pat Darby went out on the
pounds of alfalfa hay was baled,
en a trial Wednesday after- Dover's Mill Road Tuesday to
and a month's grazing provided
n before Judge Randolph change the county road around
was given thirty days of Margarett Hill. This hill is one at the end of the season. Mr.
Lebold figured that with alfalfa
d labor in the county jail. His of the highest points in the
hay selling all winter for $20 a
county
and
is
so
high
and
same
rough
arrested
atthe
panion,
ton, the value of his crop was
e, was given seven and a half that teams can not now go over
it. A el:Aour of a quarter of a $800. The cost of lime, phosphate
s at hard labor.
• • •
mile was made around the hill and seed was $185. Although the
and a new road will be opened past winter was hard on alfalfa
To See Mansfield
in Daviess county, there was
inceton, April 10, 1903—Mrs. soon.
.
enough of it left on this field,
J. Landrum and daughter,
with the good stand of blue
"Loaded" Walking Cane
• Katie Mae Landrum, went
the erosion
4Princeton, July 3, 1903 — A grass, to control
Louisville last Friday morn- '
on the early train to see Princeton gentleman' is the proud problem.
nsfield in Julius Ceasar, and recipient of a peculiarly useful
Everybody reads The Leader
spend a week with Mr. Land- walking stick sent by a friend in
Louisville. It is called a prohiat the Galt House.
• • •
bition cane and is in two sectinceton, April 10, 1903—Hon. -ons, unscrewing it midway a
le James has secured the ap- tiny long glass is exposed which
H MeV'
ntment of Guess Dodds to the holds just enough for one good
MO'S
cal Academy at Annapolis, swallow, and detaching the heads
ryland, and he will go in a by means of a few twists to the
e
days to take up his'studies. left a long tubular glass bottle
ess is a very bright young is found about a foot and a half
-full of energy and stands in length that holds half a pint
in his studies. He passed of whiskey.'
* • •
examination successfully and
percent is truly gratifying
Princeton, July 17, 1903—Mrs.
the Show!
himself and friends. He is J. W. Hollingsworth and her Let's Co To
n of W. F. Dodds.
pretty litle daughter, Rebecca,
Di* eel,4,
• • •
left Wednesday afternoon for
Six Ducklings
Frankfort to spend a couple of
vPle deck?
Princeton, May 1, 1903—Abe weeks with her sister, Mrs. W.
tinsky not only has the big- S. Morris.
grocery business of this
Everybody reads The Leader.
on but is a dear lover of
tore and like big hearted
turalists that he is the spark of
nerosity gets the best of him.
nday morning when he went
t into the chicken yard he
six little downy, yellow
HEN I was a kid my father used to sing
gold ducks playing about,
a
song that ended up with this refrain: "Oh,
d straightway he declares his
'Sure, I know I'm too young
tention of serving his friends a
Maurice French, Manager
save
up your money and put it in your
to carry a gun and be a Ranck dinner for
106% Market St.
Phone 470
Christmas.
sox and you'll always have tobacco in your old
• • •
ger like brother Bill, but I'm
Princeton, Hy.
Princeton, May 8, 1903—The 1
tobacco box!"
helping all the same in every
errY Maids" will meet with
Dad told
how.
know
way
I
iss Louise Pett't at her lovely
Well, the words stuck with me, but I guess the
me the other night about the
untry home south of town,
moral didn't. No matter how hard I tried ... no
morrow afternoon. A pleasant
Finance Corp. of Ky.
need for cutting down my

You Have Cash
BUY BONDS
If You Need Cash
Come In or Phone

Page Three

matter how many good resolutions I made ... I
always ended up even. If I made more money, I
spent more money. Finally, I resigned myself to it
—sold myself the idea that I was the kind of fellow
who never could save up any money.
But it's all different now! About 10 months
ago, I started buying War Bonds on the Pay Roll
Savings Plan. Figured it was the least I could do
for Uncle Sam •.. to be kicking in my 10 percent
every month to help pay for the ways and means
of ticking the Axis.

covered that—for the first time in the history of
Yours Truly—I'm saving dou,gh. Every month,
rain-or-shine, hell-or-high-water, I'm sticking away
a War Bond, a bond that'll bring me back $4 for
every $3 I put in.
Those Bonds are beginning to mount up now.
And I'm going to Keep them mounting up. For I've
discovered what a swell feeling it is to be saving
money ... saving it on a plan that's regular as clockwork and twice as sure.
About the time those Bonds start coining duo,
my kid'll be ready for college. So you can guess
what Fm going to do with the money. And maybe
I'll sing my father's song to myself... only changing it a little:
"Oh, save

up your War Bonds and put them

44

your sox and you'll always have tobacco in your
old tobacco box!"

That's the only way I thought about it . ..
until just recently! Now, all of a sudden, I've dis-

SAVE WITH U. S. WAR BONDS *
EVERYBODY ... EVERY PAYDAY

Kentucky Utilities Company
Imearpmeall

NOT LESS
THAN 10%
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Asbestos Shingles
Again Available

Deaths and
Funerals
Miss Annie Lester
Funeral services for Miss Annie Lester, 72, who died at the
home of Mrs. Emmie Boaz, N.
Jefferson St., last Thursday were
held Friday, April 23, at the
home.
Miss Lester was a daughter
of George and Clara Adams
Lester, Trigg County. She had
been in ill health for several
years.
Burial was in Cedar Hill cemetery.

Care Urged In
Burning Brush

Faced with a critical shortage
of long-fibre asbestos needed for
war uses, the War Production
Board has taken steps to solve
the problem by amending Construction Conservation Order L41 governing building repairs,
according to an announcement
received here today by Ramsey
Taylor, of the Princeton Lumber Co.
The new amendment exempts
asbestos shingles from the $200
limit which governs all such
home repairs and permits use of
asbestos shingles for re-roofing
and residing without restriction
if the building is in need of a
A-C James B. Davis, son of
new roof or needs repainting or
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Davis, New
repairs.
Castle, Ind., is among a group
"The amendment was made
16 aviation cadets who have
necessary," Mr. Taylor said, "by of
completed their pre-flight school
the fact that many tons of short
work at San Antonio, Texas, 41
asbestos 'fibre must be mined in
weeks before the regular class
order to produce one ton of
of 500. Cadet Davis attended
long fibre. In the past this short
fibre has found an outlet in the Purdue University and has a
manufacture of asbestos shingles, number of relatives here. He
was transferred to Ballinger
but because of restrictions of
Field, Texas.
Order L-41, utilization of short
fibre was greatly reduced and
thereby threatened a critical U. S. General Wounded
shortage of long fibre.
"This move on the part of the
War Production Board is designed to proide an adequate'
supply of long fibre required for
••.".•ra.
the manufacture of essential war
materials such as marine cable,
insulations, packings, textiles and
fire-proofing materials for ships,"
Mr. Taylor said. "At the same
time it will permit many Princeton home owners to make needed repairs to their homes by reroofing or re-siding with asbestos shingles."

DOOLITTLE PREPARES 'PRESENT' FOR
JAPS—Attaching a
Japanese medal to a 500-pound bomb which soon
after was dropped on Tokio, Maj. Gen. James Doolittle (right) prepares
for the
famed April 18, 1942, raid from "Shangri-La," now
revealed to
have been the U.S.S. Hornet, 20,000-ton aircraft
carrier.
(AP
Photo from U. S. Navy)
—AP Telemat

Army's Youngest General Is
Rated Just A Regular Guy

Frankfort, April 29—If more
By Alexander R. George
farmers would take the precau220 and 440. He was captain of
Associated Press Features
tion of raking a fire lane around
the track team in 1929, and won
a brush pile and then staying
Washington.—Being the young- honors also as a
marksman with
there while it burns, Kentucky est general in the Army
has one rifle and pistol.
would have fewer forest fires
The 1929 Howitzer, Academy
annoying aspect for good-naturand an increased income from
year book, has this appraisal of
future timber sales, K. G. Mc- ed, 35-year-old Brig. Gen. Will- him by
classmates:
Connell, director of the Division iam E. Hall, deputy chief of staff
"Bill has that inherent quality
of Forestry, pointed out today. of the Army Air Forces.
The former tow-headed Mc-Al- of leadership which causes his
The same methods should be
ester,
Okla., boy, like any soldier, subordinates to follow cheerfully
used in all debris burning, safegets
a
kick out of winning his and willingly, not especially beguarding young trees and farm
cause it is an order but because
buildings which might be in the star as a brigadier but he doesn't they
respect and admire him.
path of a fire left to spread over like being tabbed as a "youthful
"He is straightforward, frank Vacuum Cleaner
military wizzard."
nearby fields.
For Bill Hall, say his fellow of- and industrious .. . he stands out Sure Has Pick-Up
Despite the education campaign
as a man who expects no one to
Le Center, Minn. (R)—The
which has been waged over the ficers, is "a regular guy, the undo what he will not do himself
pick-up value of Mrs. R. M.
the State and cooperation of pretetious kind for whom sub- and
who accomplishes his ob- Becker's
always liked
hundreds of farmers and land- ordinates have
vacuum cleaner hit a
jective regardless of difficulty.
high she never expected. She
owners, scores of fires have been working." As a West Point cadet
"When
the
gods
bestowed
their
in
the
late twenties he became
was running it under a radiator
reported in recent weeks by fire
gifts of nature upon mankind, when
the machine began giving
wardens and observers in towers. accustomed to doing his stuff
they
were
unusuall
y
generous
to out all sorts of strange noises.
Many of thse have been traced without garnering a lot of glory.
Bill."
He played center on the Army
Her investigation disclosed
to brush and debris fires started
a
General and Mrs. Hall have package
of $1,005 in currency,
by farmers and landowners who football eleven for three years
Lieut. Gen. Lesley J. McNair
twb
sons,
7 and 3 years old. This left there
were clearing fields for spring when teammate All-America Red
by the owner of the (above), 59, commander of the
"youngest general" talk may per- house,
Cagle
was
riding
planting. In some cases fires
high in the
when he rented it and U. S. army ground forces,
was
turb their father but the boys are
went to Texas. He'll get it back. wounded on the Tunisian
were started and left unattended. headlines. General Hall is a sinfront,
going
to
have
somethin
g
to
brag
ewy
six-footer, weighing a trim
Others were started without prethe
war
department announced.
about to their playmates.
cautions being taken to prevent 180 pounds now. He still looks fit
Lake Titicaca, twelve thousand No details of the mishap
were
feet above sea level in Bolivia, announced. (Associa
their spread, or on days when a enough to put on a rough and
ted
Press
is the highest navigable body of Photo from U.
strong wind fanned flames and tough performance at his old po- Recipe For Long Life
S. Army Signal
sition in the Army forward wall
carried sparks over fire lanes.
Kansas City, Mo. (IP)—An an- water in the world.
Corps)
—AP Telemat
At air headquarters here they cient employe in the
Prevention of such fires is an
family of
important part of the war pro- rate him as "an excellent pilot Kearney Wornall, Kansas City
gram, timber being a vital war and observer, a good administra- banker, has this recipe for Ionmaterial and equally essential tor and a sound tactician with gelivity: "When I works, I works
SUNDAY
in years to follow the war. In a heavy endowment of horse hard; when I sits, I sits easy;
—and—
addition to State laws for pro- sense." As a member of the air and when I worries, I just goes
tection of wooded lands, federal forces high command he has to to sleep!"
MONDAY
penalties are provided for cases have all-round knowledge of
where timber is destroyed. Fire aviation operations and training.
About 12,000 Indians are servGeneral Hall is especially ex- ing with the U. S.
wardens have been instructed to
armed forces.
pert
at
handling
investigate all fires and charges
big-engined aircraft.
He
will be filed where there is evifrequently has been endence of sabotage or carelessness, trusted with the responsibility of
piloting planes in which SecreMcConnell stated.
tary of War Stimson and General
RUING
Marshall were riding. Flying is
his favorite recreation.
He was graduated from West
Point with the ,class of 1929 and
(Nemo)
5-Room Dwelling, well
JOHN WAYNE AND A FINE SUPPORTING CAST.
The young folks enjoyed a went into the field
artillery. He
party and dance at the home of switched to flying in
1933. Be- located
--also—
. Priced to sell!
Mr. Dick Hart Friday night.
sides playing football he was a
Burley C. Watts, stationed in star track man at the
Spare Time in The Army — Paramount News
academy
Nebraska, is here for several for four years, running
the 100,
days. He is the son of Mrs. Vera
spent Sunday in our town.
Watts of this place.
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
Miss Frances White's school at
Miss Eliza Martin, who has
been in Washington, D. C., for Friendship 9s out. She will be at
Tel 25
sometime, is visiting home folks. home until she joins the WAACS
James Rascoe came Sunday in the near future.
for a visit to relatives, a brother, A. J. Rascoe and a sister,
•
PRESENT
Mrs. Bridges, Wallonia. Didn't
learn his rank or where he was
stationed, but he's a "soldier"
all right.
There was a dance at the
home of Mr. Kelsey White Saturday night.
Mr. Earl Wood happened to a
very painful accident last week.
While chopping wood a piece of
it struck him in the eye.
Mrs. Edwin Jacob, Princeton,

orld Service Club

MESSENGER

GOLDNAMIEW

NOTICE!
After May I, I will be unable to make any more
deliveries.
On account of ill health, Robert Morris skill he in
charge of the store.
I have served the city and the county the last 12
years, and Mr. Morris will give you the same courteous treatment as heretofore.
Thanking you for past favors.

CITY FEED CO.
R. R. Taylor

CAPITOL

TONIGHT
—AND—

FRIDAY

ENCORE
'9434 THRILLING
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FOR 1942's STARS OF THE YEAR!
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Concrete Burial Vault
Results in reduced payments and surely
every
Home Owner desires to keep his payments
as

Proven Dependability
Beauty
Permanence
Strength

Chaperoned
by
Mesdames
Kevil, Charlie Pepper
W. Pincombe, A r n
ella
hens and
Miss Rebekah
n, several Princeton
women attended a U. S. 0.
St Hopkinsville
Saturday
t returning immediat
ely af. Among those in
the
included
Misses
Betty
Y, Loretta Ashley, Janelle

u.M-Q-M

low as possible while he is paying for his
home.

•

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

Sold Only Thru
Funeral Directors.
Made and Serviced by

An Insured Institution
HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Telephone 46
Princeton, Ky.

KATTER JOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, Ky.
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PLUTO AT THE ZOO

(Courtesy of Hie British Amy)
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"A MAN TO WHOM
THE COUNTRY OWES
A DEBT OF GRATITUDE
IT CAN NEVER REPAY."

RICVARD TRAVIS
JULIE BISHOP
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COMING! NEXT

a Club Banquet
A banquet for the Butler High
ool Beta Club was held Friy night, April 23, at 7:30
clock at the home of Mrs. Fr
anny Akin, Washington street. a
Following the dinner, talks 28
re given by officers of the
ub and piano selections by N.
• Talley, Jr., and Anna KatherPruett, were played.
Present were Joe Kircheval,
resident; Rumsey Taylor, Jr., de
ce-president, Mary Ellen Col- and
Jean Carolyn Ratliff, Marret Terry Davis, Gloria Kol- con
ky, Jean Johnston, Marilu
owton, Mary Nell Farmer, Mar- is
ret Ann Cartwright, Martha
Lester, Anna Katherine
trea
Allie Butler, Margarite day
lie, Leslie Barber Lamb, Vira fte
Evans. Marjorie Stembe, Suzanne Sparks, Bill)'
is u
wry, JanusLisanby, N. H.
arm.
alley, Jr., Johnny Moss, James
Beck, Claude Holeman,
und
les Dorroh and the club's
urd
I nsor, Miss
Sarah Trotter.
was

rinceton Girls Attend
0 Dance
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Vor
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members present were,
he GeCrrreogmfoter.y, Douglas Skinner, 3
bby Joe Houseman, Billy
useman, Morris Yates, Thomas
,
Lotriler
'
Milner
Ma
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lary Mil
and
, Yr
lloyWayld
0
GneambTeill
lismwaere
played and pop of
n
were served at
the 2
in
of the program.
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John E. Young

Mortgage

Cardin; Secretary,
yra Dean Hoffins; Treasurer,
ndria Berryhill, and Publicity,

"Princeton's Finest Department Stor. '

Marlene Dietrich - Randolph Scott

your

The World Service Club was
anized Tuesday, April 20, at
en Memorial Methodist
Junior Youths
urch for the
Under
the had.
12.
m 8 to
Hoffins
Elmer
and
Mrs.
ip of
B. L. Paris, the Club will
Tuesday afternoon at
1 each
o'clock at church.
The purpose of this club is to
Missionary Work, with the
bject material for the next
ht weeks being "South Amen.
" They will study the lives,
glen and games of these Latin
erican neighbors and also
ke maps, study pictures and
ries along with, different prors which will be introduced
ring the coming months.
The program consisted of songs,
Devotional, and an interesting
Ty about Livingston's Mission- a
was given by Mrs.
y Life
nton.
ateswevre
ted
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Prr:
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Officers
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Re-financing

me

One thing we won't be quiet about is, now is
the time to store your Furs and Winter Coats—
protect them against summer heat, moths and
dust. Our new, modern Fur Vault insures a
quiet rest and they can be completely rehabilitated in our Fur Repair and Cleaning _Dipped.

:41 I

Cobb News

Do

QUIET!

8*,41

William Otho Nelson
Funeral services for William
Otho Nelson, 39, who died Monday, will be held Thursday
morning at 10:00 o'clock at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Cartwright, N. Jefferson St.
He was a son of Lewis Nelson and Missouri Lee Nelson,
Caldwell county.
Burial will be at Cedar Hill
cemetery.

Records of the Canto.'
The manufacture of carpets
was introduced from Persia into sus in 1941 have been
France about the beginnnig of graphed on film in a
similar to that used for nr.
the 17th Century.
—

Cadet James B. Davis

starring "The Range Busters"
Buck JONES•Tim McCOY • RaymondNATTO"
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Presbyterian Church,
afternoon
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'ect material for the next
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ta Club Banquet
banquet for the Butler High
ool Beta Club was held Friy night, April 23, at 7:30
lock at the home of Mrs.
ny Akin, Washington street.
Following the dinner, talks
e given by officers of the
b and piano selections by N.
Talley, Jr., and Anna Kathere Pruett, were played.
Present were Joe Kircheval,
esident; Rumsey Taylor, Jr.,
-president, Mary Ellen Colr, Jean Carolyn Ratliff, Marret Terry Davis, Gloria Kolky. Jean Johnston, Marilu
wton, Mary Nell Farmer, Marret Ann Cartwright, Martha
e Lester, Anna Katherine
ett. Allie Butler, Margarite
lie, Leslie Barber Lamb, Virla Evans, Marjorie Stembge, Suzanne Sparks, Billy
wry, James Lisanby, N. H.
Iley, Jr., Johnny Moss, James
Beck, Claude Holeman,
harles Dorroh and the club's
nsor, Miss Sarah Trotter.
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SO Dance
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Personals
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McCaslin
and Miss Lucille Gray returned
last Thursday from Camp Swift,
Texas, where they visited Pfc.
James E. McCaslin.
• • •
Miss Annabelle Jones, Louisville, spent last week-end with
her mother, Mrs. Louise Jones,
and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Davis.
• • •
Miss Mary Pruitt has returned
to her home in Central City after being employed here several
months.
•••
Mrs. Martha B. Jackson, Memphis, Tenn., spent Sunday as the
guest of Miss Margie Amoss.
• • •
Mrs. Hewlett McGregor, Memphis, Tenn., spent last week-end
with friends and relatives here.
•••
Mrs. Grace MacMorris returned
Tuesday from Paducah where
she spent several days.
• • •
Misses Sherry Ames and Jane
Clark, students at Ward-Belmont, Nashville, spent last weekend as the guests of Miss Suzanne Sparks at her home on Eddyville Road.
•••
Mrs. Sallie B. Lamb is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. W.
C. Moore, in Paducah.
• • •
Mrs. Raymond Brown, Detroit,
is visiting friends and relatives
here.

Mr. and Mrs. William Lester
Egbert, Dawson Springs, Route
3, on the birth of a daughter,
Fay Ellen, April 26.
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. James Nobel
Glass, Princeton, on the birth
of a daughter, Norma Ann, April
21.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tabor,
Mexico. on the birth of a son,
Thomas Warren, April 24, at
Princeton Hospital.
•
•
•
*
*
*
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Collier
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bealmer,
Fredonia Road, on the birth of and family, of Evansville, spent
a daughter, Carolyn Jane, April Sunday with Mrs. Callier's sister,
Mrs. Leroy
Richardson
and
28.
family.
• • •
Miss Mary Frances Whitis,
Evansville, spent last week-end
Joan Klaproth, Locust St., un- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
derwent a tonsilectomy Tuesday, W. W. Whitis.
• • •
and is improving.
Charlie
Pepper
and
Mrs.
Mrs. T. W. Fuller, Fredonia,
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Adams left
continues to improve.
for
Louisville
morning
Little Mary McDaniel, Marion. this
where they will spend several
is improving after treatment.
Jimmy Ladd, Paducah, was days.
• • •
treated for minor injuries SunMrs.
G. Homer Brown
Mr.
and
day night, rceeived in a fall that
and Mesdames N. B. Cameron
afternoon.
Little Bobby Dalton, Marion, and Press Blackburn were visitis under treatment for a broken ors in Paducah one day last
week.
arm.
• • •
Russell Polk, 14, of Fredonia,
Dorothy
Coleman, PaduMiss
underwent an appendectomy Satcah, spent last week-end with
urday.
Mrs. Orville Bates, Princeton, her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coleman, W. Main St.
was dismissed Tuesday.
• • •
Louise Bell, Fredonia, enterMr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis, Madied the hospital Saturday for
Sunday
with
sonville, spent
treatment.
Mrs. T. 0. Belt, Marion, is im- Mrs. Ellis' mother, Mrs. J. A.
Stegar and family.
proving from pneumonia.
• • •
Mrs. Logan Nelson, Flatrock,
Miss Anna Bet Pruett, FrankMonday, after
was dismissed
fort, spent last week-end here
a serious illness.
Miss Cleo Cardin, nurse, spent with her brother, Clifton Pruett,
last Thursday and Friday at her and Mrs. Pruett.
•••
home in Marion.
Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Pettit,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Leech were Capt. and Mrs. Robert Gayle
Pettit and Mrs. Gresham Pettit
recent visitors in Chicago.

Hospital News

Phone 50

Says Mother Shot Her

+ At the ÷

Churches
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CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
A. D. Smith, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning Worship Service, 11.
Evening Worship service, 7:45.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday evening at 7:45.
Let us all be reminded that
Sunday is "Go To Sunday School
Day" and let us be found in
Sunday School at the appointed
time.

Mrs. Helen Robertson (above),
47, in an Oakland, Calif., hospital told police a bizarre story
that led to the discovery of the
bodies of her mother and brother at nearby Napa. Mrs. Robertson told police that her mother, Mrs. Bessie Griffiths, 68, shot
her for no apparent reason after
killing her brother, Mayne, 45.
Mrs. Robertson took a bus to
Oakland and was found praying
in a chapel. Mri. Griffiths was
found dead from an overdose of
sleeping powders. —AP Telemat
were in
Nashville
Saturday,
where they met Pvt. Gresham
Pettit, who returned home with
them for the week-end. Pvt.
Pettit was transferred to the
Army Air Corps in Nashville
where he is an Aviation Cadet.
He was recently stationed at
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin.
• • •
Miss Frances Dawson, New
Orleans, La., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Dawson.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers,
Morganfield, spent Sunday with
their daughter, Mrs. Gordon Lisanby and Mr. Lisanby.
• • •
Miss Birch Cummins, Mrs.
Leon Cummins and Mrs. W. L.
Granstaff were in Evansville
last Thursday.
• • •
Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff returned Sunday to U. of K.
Lexington, after spending the
week-end here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Powell, Paducah, spent Sunday here.
• • •
Miss Mildred Spangler, Lockyear's Business College, Evansville, was among the college
students here during the Easter
holidays visiting relatives and
friends. Miss Spangler returned
Monday to continue her studies.
•

•

•

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A. M. Go To Sunday
School Day.
11:00 A. M. "The Pearl Of
Great Price Sacrament" of the
Lord's Supper.
7:30 P. M. "Placing All In
God's Hands."
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service. Myrtle Grace Talley,
leader.
A. W. Palmer says that Hitler
and Hirohito are not the church's
worst enemies. "An empty pew
speaks as an enemy of the
church." An absence of empty
pews is desired at Sunday school
and church Sunday.

Homemakers

American Mother For '43

Crider
Crider Homemakers Club met
April 21 with Mrs. J. C. Myers,
with the vice chairman, Mrs.
Harlan Ennis presiding. Nine
members answered rollcall.
Major project was ably discussed by food leaders, Mrs. W.
W. Glenn and Mrs. L. W. Guess.
"Emergency Meals" was the
topic. The minor project lesson
on nursing with communicable
diseases discussion led by the
home agent.
Members present were: Miss
Nell Guess, Mrs. Harlan Ennis,
Mrs. W. W. Glenn, Mrs. P. M.
Adamson, Mrs. J. C. Myers, Mrs.
L. W. Guess, Mrs. James Satterfield, Mrs. Sarah Myers and
Miss Grace Adamson.

Otter Pond

Otter Pond Homemaker's Club
held its regular meeting Tuesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Homer Mitchell.
The major lesson on "Planning
Emergency Meals" was given by
Mrs. W. P. Crawford. Discussion
of the minor lesson on home
nursing was led by Miss Scrugham .
The social hour was conducted
by Miss Lucy M. Mashburn.
The club adjourned to meet
in May with Mrs. Lee Mashburn.
Refreshments were served to the
following members and visitors.
Mrs. L. B. Sims, Mrs. Ferd WadCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
lington, Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs.
Pastor, John N.. Fox
Claude McConnell, Mrs. Jimmie
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Mitchell, Mrs. Jim Neal, Mrs.
Sunday, May 2, 1943:
9:45 A. M., The Church School. George Martin, Jr., Mrs. Homer
10:45
M., The Morning Ser- Mitchell, Mrs. W. P. Crawford,
vice of Praise and Meditation. Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, Miss Rob
Message, "The Primary Unit."
3:00 P. M. The Pioneers meet.
6:30 P. M. The Tuxis meets for
the election of officers.
7:30 P. M. The Evening Hour
of Worship. Meditation: "Eternal Life."
Monday, May 3, 1943:
7:30 P. M., The Deacons meet
in the Annex.
Wednesday, May 5, 1943:
7:00 P. M. The Mid-week Prayer service.
8:00 P. M. The Choir rehearses.
Thursday, May 6, 1943:
2:00 P. M. The Wood Circle
meets. Hostesses, Mrs. Frank
Cash, Mrs. Gayle Pettit.
Let us not forget the Fellowship Supper. Friday night, April
30. This is our annual congregational meeting. Reports will be
heard from the treasurer and the
pastor.

Mrs. Mary Moore Thomson
(above), 55, of Glendale, 0., was
elected "the American mother
for 1943", by the American
mothers' committee of the Golden Rule Foundation. A widow
and the mother of four sons, Mrs.
Thomson has one son overseas
with the Red Cross, one in war
work in Hamilton, 0., another
who is an ensign on combat
duty in the Pacific and a fourth
who is a technical corporal. She
will be presented the American
mother's medal in New York on
May 9, Mother's Day.
bie Sims, Miss Lucy Mashburn,
Mrs. Edgar Oliver, Mrs. Billie
Cravens, Mrs. Ernest Lacy, Mrs.
Bill Adams, Mrs. George Tandy
Mrs. Bob Crocker, Miss Irene
Mashburn and Miss Nancy B.
Scrugham.

Goldnamer's

Invest Now for Later

--in a GOOD FUR COAT!

Mrs. Guy Martin and little
daughter, Mary Burt, of Chicago,
arrived last week-end for an
extended visit with her mother,
Mrs. J. A. Steger.
Mrs. John F. Tracey is visiting friends in Utica, Miss.

Mrs. John W. Todd, San Antonio, Texas, arrived Wednesday
The Leader is the most powerto attend the funeral of her ful advertising medium in exfather, Gov. John E. Osborne, istence . . . so far as this trade
here today.
area is concerned.
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Princeton Hospital
invites all

BABIES
born there since October 27, 1939, and
their Mothers to a
"110ffie Coining"

SPECIAL GROUP

BRAND NEW

Free Storage Until Wearing Season
Mink and Sable Dyed Coneys . . . Seal Dyed
Coneys . . . South American Muskrats—
Musketine . . . Feather Beaver . . . Skunk.
Featuring many new and attractive styles.
Sizes 12-44. Guaranteed Rayon Satin Linigs.

Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

Small depos;'. will hold your selection

Please Notify the Hospital if you will come

from *65 to $41110

VITALITY
OPEN ROAD SIIOES
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Convenience

Complete Service

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
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Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Is safe and reliable.
Princeton, K.
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110 S. Jefferson St.
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And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.

COPIES OF THE CONTRACT ARE AVILABLE AT THE
AAA OFFICE

No seed potatoes are available but the
Association has assurance that an
abundance of slips are available at $2.00 to
$2.50 a thousand. All growers who want
slips are required to come to the AAA office before
May 1, sign contracts and place
orders for slips.
The Tennessee-Kentucky Food Cooperative,
a subsidiary of the Eastern Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association, pledges fullest
cooperation with growers of Cold
well and Lyon counties who wish to grow
potatoes this year.
This undertaking is to make a direct
contribution to the war effort
and to afford
growers of this area another cash crop.
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For Reservation
Write-W. L. STODGILL,

CHAIRMAN CALDWELL COUNTY
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new retail ceiling prices on beef
will be one to three
and
lamb
Light on the head, air-free and in perfect taste—
cents a pound lower than recentthat is the kind of straw you'll see at the head
ly published OPA schedules and
of the Parade this Summer! And Solar Straw
will go into effect May 17.
Standardized regional prices on
is the brand! Fibre mesh, rayon fibre and hopmutton
beef, lamb veal and
sacking mesh models are tops. Also cocoanuts
were to have gone into effect
and pandans and many more handsome weaves
April 15, but were suspended bein this splendid, value-packed price range!
fore then for review to see if
the prices could not be cut in
line with President Roosevelt's
"hold the line" order on the
cost of living.
Open weave fibres and Hopokas as this economy
Compared with prices charged
to
trims
and
braids
novel
other
price! Many
by stores in February, Brown
choose from, too!
estimated that the new price
schedule will be one-tenth of one
percent lower, on the average.
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prices, the OPA chief said there
Superb, genuine Panamas in ventilated braids
will be sharper reductions.

SLACKS and

rkimax4D for Straw HATS
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ing Station
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Tobacco Growers
Paid $5,124,419
At Hopkinsville

Baptist Revival
Is Well Attended

Slack Suits

Ceiling Prices On
Beef, Lamb Cut

Sula & Eliza Nall

We're Sorry
Folks

1.98

1.49

hnd open side crowns—air-cooled perfection for
summer dress!

that an
s who want
and place

Everybody reads The Leader.
7.1

2.98

WALLPAPER

Many other fine styles to choose from. All in
new colors and patterns. Don't wait this year ...
Buy now!

98

tern Dark
s of Cald-

Men! Select Your New Summer Suit Now!
Blues and Tans.

d to afford

16.90
Boys, SLACK SUITS
Size 2 to

L2--just like dad's.

$1.69
1010; kIN! FOR MEN

Towncraft

DRESS SHIRTS
1.33
all

pat-fts and size out at
this low, reduced price!

Men! Summer Slack Suits .. . All Sizes.
At the same old price

1.98
Boys! Summer Sport Shirts ... Plain and Plaids.
All sizes.

79e etz 98e
Mep: Under Shirts, Shorts and Briefs.
An Sizes . .

39e ea.

We will continue to provide the same high class service as

SEE OUR COLLECTION
OF

WALLPAPER

But effective Monday, April 26, we no
longer can call for and deliver your
cleaning and pressing.

IN

in the past, but shortage of available workers prohibits operation
of our truck.

VARIOUS PATTERNS

€11.
100100'

Now is the time to take
stock of your wallpaper
needs and let us supply
them.
Selections are numerous.

Princeton, Ky.

W. W. Whitis

Phone 197

hursday, April 29, 194
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More Dark Fired
Tobacco Needed,
Quotas Increased
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Premarital Health Laws Justify
Passage, State Report Holds

,

Bags Seven lap Planes

Meals For
PAioe.iant!mre.
d

jtoeyr

By Malcolm Patterson
AnieriCart \A. di
expectant mothers in Kentucky
111111, fq,
(The Associated Press)
tribution to and use of
are, because of economic status,
Frankfort. — Kentucky's com- residenc
An increase in the Dark Fired
c
ialu
ub,
d
s efrum,p
communin)
e in localities where phytye(m
tseeti
. Reoehoo,1
panion laws designed to facilitate sicians are not available, or other
RATION
RATION
vtobacco acreage in Caldwell and
control
medical
of
syphilis
by requiring reasons, do not have
1
14
adjacent counties of the Black
grams, bond rallies,
premarital and prenatal examin- services during pregnancy or
Belt of Kentucky and Tennessee
lItT ION
available at the
ations "are amply justifying their even at delivery. As the pub'''.
Univerady
RA:47101
7
enactment," in the opinion of is enlightened, this percentage
18
is being encouraged this year,
Kentucky through the
the State Health Department.
tobacconists of the district point
will be ieduced.
of Audio-Visual Aids,
Merit of the two legislative acts
taPZ
out.
4111r
i;
r t1iP.',!
A total of 96,798 of the tests
ment of University
21
22
"is conclusively shown by con- was made by the department's
Because the government needs
Este
All films are 16 mill
ti-ete
results"
more of certain grades of Dark
obtained
were
since laboratory, while 14,996
4.ta9.°
N
jir
, Lt
kir
.
:)
they went into effect, the de- made in private laboratories or
Fired tobacco for nicotine prosound, and cover a
25
20
vanei
partment stated in its first re- by local health departments apduction, the AAA has announced
subjects relative to
the
port,
made public today, on ac- proved for the service. It added
that a farmer may increase his
abroad and on the home
tivities carried on under the the preponderance of tests done
1943 allotment by 5 percent, or
There is a small service r
social legislation passed by the by the state laboratory probably
by one-tenth of an acre, whichmade to cover handling
1940 General Assembly.
ever is larger.
The University Bioeau
is due largely to the fact this
scril
Now, the report suggested that laboratory is available to physiThis increase may be made
Lieut. J. E. Swett (above), a depository for these
Of
consideration be given
without deductions from ACP
to an cians without charge.
marine corps flier, shot down War Information films, and
amendment to the marriage law
payments, without loss of to"A large percentage of the pre- seven Japanese dive bombers, a tributes them throughout
that would require a "waiting natal cases found positive were record for this war for one pilot tacky,
bacco loan privileges, or without
, fuilpm
osn re
pcizrstt.
period" before weddings, intend- brought under treatment, thus
tobacco marketing quota penin a single air action. The action
a 16
ed
to eliminate elopements and insuring, in case where treat- took place over Guadalcanal in meter sound
alties.
projector for
hasty marriage.
ACP payment for tobacco will
ment was begun by the fifth the South Pacific, when more For further informati
on N
The pre-marital and pre-natal month of pregnancy, the'birt of than
be figured on the original alloth
100 Japanese planes staged rental charge, subjects of
examination bills, sponsored by normal healthy children," the
ment for 1943, which is the same
a raid. "He's that kind of a available, etc., address the
Gov. Keen Johnson's Administra- report said.
as the 1942 allotment, it was
kid—rough and tough," said his rector of University
Ex •
tion, met opposition from some
pointed out.
Under the Premarital Ex- father, George E. Swett, Sr., at University of Kentucky.
members of the 1940 Legisla- amination Act, 159,009 individ- Oakland
In addition to the above grant
, Calif.
—AP Telemat ington.
ture before finally being enacted. uals had blood
of an acreage increase the govtests between
The eleven-page textual and January 1, 1941,
ernment states:
and last Destatistical activity report sub- cember 31,
"If an amount of tobacco
the state unit said. A
mitted to Governor Johnson this total
equivalent to the tobacco proof 3,454, or 2.2 percent, was
week by John R. Pate of the found
duced on an acreage in excess
positive, a large number
WAR SYMBOLS FOR RATION BOOK NO. 3—War
State
of the allotment, plus the allowHealth
Departm
ent
drew of which
symbols will
since
have
been
appear on stamps of four inside pages (sections of
this
able increase, is delivered to an
commen
t
from
Johnson:
which are
brought under treatment, cured
"It represents a constructive or rendere sufficien
agency designated by the Food shown) ot war ration book No. 3, to be issued in mid-summer to
d
tly non-inreplace bdoks 1 and 2. The symbols are an artillery
Distribution Administration for
gun, tank, achievement. Every time you fectious to permit marriag
ship and plane.
e safe—AP
prevent
Telemat
diversion to nicotine, the proa case of syphilis you re- ty.
duce the number of persons who
ducer will be considered a with- exceed the supply in 1944.
"Many positive premarital apNow It's A Gal
likely would go to our mental plicants
in quota grower.
The normal dark fired crop is
have come from outside
hospitals
"The Food Distribution Ad- about
."
Who
Calls All Cops
Kentucky," the report added. It
90,000.000 pounds and of
The report states that of the said
ministration will authorize pur- this
they were reported to health
total there are only some
Richmond, Ind. (111—Many thirty-one
chase of tobacco for diversion 23,000,0
states now having pre- authorities of
00 pounds of lugs.
their states, with
girls have longed to break into marital laws, eighteen
As required by law, notice is given
at not less than the price auhave the result that most have been
It is estimated that the govthorized for the highest grade ernment
radio, but few have chosen to do "waiting periods," ranging from brought
, alone, will demand
under treatment.
that Messrs. W. W. Childress, George Davis
of the respective type frozen for about
one to six days.
Private laboratories examined
30,000,000 pounds of the so as Margaret Brisco did.
diversion from the 1942 crop 1943
"All
of
the
states
having
such
107,980 and the State Health DeMiss Brisco, 22, was working
crop, and it is because of
and 0. C. Shellman, duly appointed memof types 2, 23, 35, and 36. Com- an
a period report that it has al- partmen
anticipated shortage that the in a farm-implement plant
t laboratory 51,029 of
office most completely accomplished
parable prices will be authorized AAA
those taking premarital tests, the
bers of the City Board of Supervisors, will
has increased quotas for when
she decided to take a its purpose," the document said.
for grades of other types of dark the tobacco
report said. "This indicates that
farmer.
tobacco taken for diversion."
"Perhap
s
course
it
might
given
by the Richmond
be wise to the citizens marrying in
meet in the City Hall on Thursday morning
So important does the governthis
Tobacco being used for nico- ment
consider such an amendment to state
consider this "Vitamin B amateur radio club to train operare willing to pay for this
tine is Dard Fired and dark air Plus"
the
Kentucky marriage law."
at 10 o'clock, May 13, 1943, for the purin the soldier's diet that no ators for war emergency radio
service to ascertain the condicured variety, and lower grades bread
Under the law requiring phy- tion
will be accepted by the stations.
of their health before obof this tobacco supply this Quarter
pose of organizing and performing duties
sicians to take blood tests to de- taining
master Corps, which does
a marriage license." That
Then she passed an examin- termine whether expecta
chemical.
nt moth- private laboratories perform
not contain the nicotine deriva- ation
pertai
ed
ning to the Board.
leading to a Federal Com- ers have syphilis, the report
This, in a measure, explains tive.
said more than twice the number of
munications Commission license 11,794 examinations were
the reason why the lower grades
made tests conducted by the state labAnother usage, which has for re,tricte
d radiophone oper- between June 12, 1940, and
brought an exceptional price on stepped
last oratory "was not unexpected and
up the demand for nico- ation, and
now she is one of the December 31. Of the aggregat
the Hopkinsville market during tine
e, the results were gratifying," it
is in the manufacture of in- operator
s at this city's police 1,960, or 1.8 percent, were
the 1943 season, while better secticide
found added.
s.
radio station.
grades were not outstanding in
to be infected. .
price advance.
The aggregate taking the tests,
Robert Louis Stevenson spent
Four of the greatest rivers of
Last
year,
British "Digging for the department said, did not
It is predicted by tobacco men the
in- ween and Irriwaddy—flow withlast fiv• years of his life in Victory"
gardens produced be- clude all expectant mothers
that the demand for lugs, prin- Upolo,
dur- in 60 miles of each other
small island in the West- tween 40
in
and 60 million dollars' in the period. "Unfortunately,
cipal source of nicotine, will far ern Samoas.
a Lisuland, mountainous border
worth of fresh vegetables.
benot inconsiderable percentage of tween
China and Burma.
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DR. W. L. CASH
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dinner from soup to
new sprin
Be on the alert for
oodg in your local markets
break in mea
ey will afford a
onotony and may be withi
have found i
our budget. I
planning meal
arketing and
for my family of four adul
surprisingly large num
that a
combinations ca
tier of tasty
with the expend'
be worked out
ration points
ture of few or no
meals made almos
In fact, some
entirely of non -rationed food
can be as good as those whit'
cost a lot of stamps.
Here are ten meal planning
tips based on my own recent experiences:
1. Buy a stewing chicken weekly. The fat is a butter saver and
the stock is good in soups, stew,
pot pie and sauces when combined with other foods. There is
enough for 2 dinners.
2. Buy bottom round, flank,
chuck or other lean meat and
have it ground in preference to
the made-up hamburger. Often
the meat trimmings in the hamburger impair its flavor and
there may be an excess of fat.
3. Have eggs twice weekly as
the main dish for dinners. Cream
or combine them with other
foods for variety (fresh peas,
mushrooms, cheese or leftover
fish or fowl.) Eggs should be
more plentiful now and can be
served in omelet, scrambled
blends, souffle or fondue.
4. Combine meat with pastry
iii pot pie or meat rolls.
5. For dessert serve fresh or
dried fruit with a wedge of unrationed cream or blue cheese or
a small ball of cottage cheese.
6. To save fuel bake puddings
or cakes to be used at a future
time when the oven is going for
a baked dinner.
7. Sponge cakes take no shortening and less sugar than the
usual butter cakes, so have them
often.
I. Sliced bacon goes farther
than bacon sliced at
9. Pay especial attentio
home.
n to selecting foods that have variety
of color, flavor and texture. y
10. Have a festive dessert to
finish off the dinner of creamed
eggs or other meat alternates.
More than 2,300 rural families
in Bourbon county have agreed
to produce at least three-fourths
of their food supply this year.

IT'S

Henderson county Homemakers
report having
canned
3,467
quarts of meat.
Barren county farmers have
built 160 hog feeders in
the past
be months

ONE COAT COVERS WALLPAPER,
•
pointed walls, wallboard, basement
walls.
2 DRIES IN ONE HOUR . .. room may
•
be occupied immediately.
3 MIXES WITH WATER .. . no turpen•
tine or solvents needed.
4 WASHES EASILY . . . with ordinary
•
wall cleaners.
5. 1 GAL. DOES AVERAGE ROOM.

FR
EE
SEEDS!
SWP HOUSE
PAINT

ALL
COLORS
NO

make this simple, no risk
hearing test.

you are tempor!rib, deafened,If bothere
d by

We have a collection of new Spring and Summer arrivals in Sportwear . . .

ringing buzzing head
noises due to
hardened or coagulated
wax
(eerumen), try
the
Method test that so Ourine Home
many say has
enabled them to hear
well again.
You must hear
ing this simple better after maktest or you get
Your money back
at once. Ask
about Ourine
Ear Drops today
Dawson's Drug Store.
adv.

ODOR

SLACKS get
around!

gal. $3.25

S-W FLOOR
ENAMEL

For work . . . for play . .
for lounging 'round the
house it's slacks for smart
comfort! Besides saving
your suits and dresses,
they cater to your wish
for neat trimness.

gal. $3.65

QUICK-DRYING
ENAMEL

pt. 83c

S-W LINOLEUM
VARNISH
qt. $1.25

S-W ENAMEL
UNDERCOATER

pt. 75c

S-W SHINGLE
STAIN

S-W SCREEN
ENAMEL

Wanted! Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing
To

Hopkinsville

For our "Brighten-up Days"
Event we're giving a package of Burpee Flower Seeds
free to adults purchasing
any item in our store. Come
in for yours, today!

•
•
•
•

gal. $1.50
S-W BRICK &
STUCCO PAINT gal. $3.25

qt. 69c

Slacks
Slack Suits
Culotte Dresses
Blouses

(All From Superior Lines)

N's smart and it's economical
to re-decorate
with quality wallpaper. Good
wallpaper lasts
longer, is always attracti
ve, and retains its
beauty. It costs only a little
more to buy . . .
but no more to hang. It
saves you money
because it can be washed with
soap and water
and will not fade. See our
selections of quality
wallpapers before you re
-decorate!
Average itoom Cost
Including
Wall, Ceiling and Border
OTHER QUALITIES:
4c Per Roll and Up

ti5e

At
Per Roll

$10.38
At
350 Per Roll

At
150 Per Roll
Regular Gas
(fient)Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Oil .
........................... .....

Exclusively Yours,
PHONE 321

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

+,

Wicarson
E. Ninth Street

CORNETTE'S

Incorporated

,„set*
ersassuaguspowilimer4Velw

hu

Hopkinsville

Two gallon can
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By . Mrs. Alexander George
Associated Press Features
We should remember in our
en u-planning that meals should
te good as well as be pointving. After all, a meal isn't of
uch value even from a nutritn viewpoint if the family
'sot enjoy eating it.
You don't need to cut down
essential vitamins and minals or spend a lot of meat
ints to have a really delicious
•ier from soup to nuts.
on the alert for new spring
, in your local markets.
will afford a break in meal
,tony and may be within
ur budget. I have found in
arketing and planning meals
r my family of four adults
at a surprisingly large numr of tasty combinations can
worked out with the expendire of few or no ration points.
fact, some meals made almost
tirely of non-rationed foods
n be as good as those which
st a lot of stamps.
Here are ten meal planning
ps based on my own recent ex•
iences:
I. Buy i stewing chicken weekThe fat is a butter saver and
stock is good in soups, stew,
pie and sauces when combin.,vith other foods. There is
.ugh for 2 dinners.
Buy bottom round, flank,
uck or other lean meat and
ye it ground in preference to
( made-up hamburger. Often
meat trimmings in the ham.!ger impair its flavor and
cie may be an excess of fat.
3. Have eggs twice weekly as
e main dish for dinners. Cream
r combine them with other
s for variety (fresh peas,
ushrooms, cheese or leftover
h or fowl.) Eggs should be
ore plentiful now and can be
rved in omelet, scrambled
lends, souffle or fondue.
4. Combine meat with pastry
pot pie or meat rolls.
5. For dessert serve fresh or
ned fruit with a wedge of unationed cream or blue cheese or
small ball of cottage cheese.
6. To save fuel bake puddings
r cakes to be used at a future
me when the oven is going for
baked dinner.
7. Sponge cakes take no shortning and less sugar than the
ual butter cakes, so have them
ften.
8. Sliced bacon goes farther
an bacon sliced at home.
9. Pay especial attention to seecting foods that have variety
f color, flavor and texture.
10. Have a festive dessert to
mish off the dinner of creamed
ggs or other meat alternates.
More than 2,300 rural families
n Bourbon county have agreed
produce at least three-fourths
their food supply this year.
Henderson county Homemakers
sport having canned
3,467
uarts of meat.
Barren county farmers have
built 160 hog feeders in the past
we months.
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TAPULT AS SEEN FROM "SHANGRI-LA" RAIDERS' PLANE—The Yokosuka naval base looms
clearly below as Major General James Dop little's raiders fly in over Tokio for the famed
attack of April 18, 1942. Picture was made from n B-25 plane of the U. S. Army Air Forces.
(Picture from U. S. Army Air Forces.)
—AP Telemat

END OF THE RAID ON T4KYO—And here is the end of the flight for Jimmy Doolittle's plane
somewhere in China following the daring raid of Tokyo April 18, 1942. (AP photo from USAAF)

—What It Means

Post-War Money For World Trade
By Claude A. Jagger
Money is not wealth, but just
Associated Press Features
a medium of exchange. Actually,
New York.—There is some- in this country, we do about 90
thing fascinating about any pro- percent of our business with
posal for new money.
bank checks. Mony, or currency,
Maybe it is because it always is just the small change. We
evokes a hope that money is go- could do all our business with
ing to be more plentiful.
checks, but that would be a
In any event, the American nuisance.
proposal for a new world curBut checks are reckoned in
rency to be called "Unitas," and terms of money. We have to use
the British suggestion of an in- a unit of value to exchange our
ternational money to be known work for groceries, and furtheras "Bancor" seem prety exciting. more, our general system of exActually it is the firm objec- change in terms of money units
tive of both proposals to make has to work smoothly and efficiently.
money more plentiful.
Now the situation gets compliBut before your hopes are
raised too high, just remember cated when you begin exchanging American money for British
this:
You won't get any unitas or money, or Argentine or some
bancor bills to carry around in other kind, because there is no
your wallet. If these proposals international money.
In normal times, exchange bemake money more plentiful, you
will get your share by hard work tween countries has worked out
just as before, and you will get pretty satisfactorily by measuring
their relative currency values in
the same old dollars.
What the economists keep tell- terms of gold. But by spells, it
ing us—and they tear their hair has worked very badly, as durbecause they say nobody pays ing those bleak years a decade
much attention—is that most ago.
Brazil, for instance, was burnpeople have the wrong idea
about money, think money is ing its coffee, although it wanted
and needed American manufacwealth.
Mbney, they say, is not wealth. tured goods. Millions of AmeriIf there were a lot more money cans, mealwhile, were out of
around, that would not mean that work and could not get a cup of
it would be any easier to get, or coffee. American factories to
that you could buy any more. 'make gods Brazil wanted were
idle. What was the matter? The
And the reason is:

To make this simple, no risk
hearing test. If you are temporarily deafened, bothered by ringing buzzing head noises due to
hardened or coagulated wax
(cerumen), try the Ourine Home
ethod test that so many say has
enabled them to hear well again.
You must hear better after
making this simple test
or You get
Your money back at once. Ask
about °urine Ear Drops today
at Dawson's Drug Store.
adv.
'
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BUY
UNITED

Today

STATES

WAR

and try our

STAMPS

best by test.
17/
1
2c
18.6c
161/2c
9c
.qt. 16c
$1.10

ti

rst

CORNICK OIL CO.
Hopkinsville St.
U---

FEMALE PAIN

You who suffer such pain with tired,
nervous feelings, distress of "Irregularlties--due
"
to functional monthItly disturbances—should try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
has a soothing effect on one o/
woman's most important organs.
Also tine stomachic tonic! Follow
label directions. Worth trying.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S MO=

SPENCER
Individually designed Girdles, Bras, Men's Belts
and Surgical Supports.
Call or write for Free Demonstration!

MRS. ERMINE V. RUSSELL
Tel. 231
100 E. 18th Street

Hopkinsville, Ky.

GAINED 25 POUNDS ON
RETONGA, HE STATES
Distress An,d Torture Of InUndernourishdigestion,
ment, Weakened, All-In
Feeling Made Me Feel Like
Giving tip, States Mr. Anderson, Well Known Merchant.
Mr. G. B. Anderson, well known
proprietor of the B. & M. Grocery Store, Main St., Olive Hill,
Kentucky, gratefully acknowledging his happy relief through
Retonga, states:
"I suffered the torture of indigestion and a rundown, achy,
worthless feeling until I feared I
would have to give up. Gas some
times seemed it would cut off
my breath. I was down to one
hundred pounds and I felt so undernourished I felt unable to
stand on my feet to wait on my
sustomers. For four years, I
haven't known what a night's
rest was like. Constipation forced
me to take weakening laxatives
and I felt so achy from toxic
clogging I didn't know what it
was like to feel free of pain. I
had tried so many medicines
that failed to help me, I told
my daughter I need not try any
more.
"Retonga is just the medicine

Mr. G. B. Anderson
I had hoped some day to find.
I am relielled of the indigestion,
achy sluggishness and toxic clogging. I have regained twenty-five
pounds and don't believe I have
felt better in years. I wouldn't
take $500 for the great good Retonga has done me."
Retonga is a purely herbal gastric tonic, combined with Vitamin B-1 for relief of distress of
symptoms as described by Mr.
Anderson when due to insufficient flow of gastric juices in the
stomach, constipation, and Vitamin B-1 deficiency. Accept no
substitute. Retonga may be obtained at Dawson's Drug store.
—adv.

Just Arrived 1943 Sportwear

OPTOMETRIST
Phone 250

E. Main St.

REAL
ESTATE
Several Nice Farms, As Well

CI

R. B. Williams, Mgr.

If you suffer MONTHLY

Dr. Hallie C. Watt

AND

Regular Gas (first)
Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Oil
Two gallon can

broke down after 1929, so maybe new and more satisfactory
methods can be devised.
Morgenthau proposes an International Stabilization Fund, holding a lot of gold, which would
clear international transactions
just as various people clear transactions in your town by checks
through the bank.
Unitas would be a currency
unit, worth 10 present American
dollars, in which the fund would
keep its accounts, and varioui
currencies of various countries
would have estalilished values in
terms of unitas.
Lord Keynes proposes an International Clearing Union, which
would perform similar functions
in terms of bancor.
In any event, whether it is decided to use unitas or bancor, it
will be primarily a bookkeeping
device, and you won't have any
of that money in your pocket.
But if it can be worked out to
prevent breakdowns such as concurred in the world after 1929,
you may have more dollars in
your wallet, and bigger figures
in your bank book, than you
might otherwise have.
Lord Keynes sees his plan not
only as a preventive of the repetition of previous ills, but as an
"expansive" device which will
spur world trade and development generally, helping to boost
living standards all around.

exchange system, among other
things, had broken down.
Now what Secretary of the
Treasury Morgenthau is driving
at with the unitas plan, and
what Lord Keynes of the British
Treasury is talking about with
the bancor plan, is a method of 1 1
assuring a smooth flow of goods
and services after the war, so
we can all work and produce for
ourselves and each other.
A special mechanism seems to
be called for on many counts. In
the first place, most of the
world's monetary gold has come
to the United States. Officially
reported reserves of money gold
in the world, and that is most of
it, come to only about 28 billion
dollars, and of that, 22 billions
are in the vaults of the U. S.
treasury.
Also, monetary systems in large
parts of the world overrun by
Nazis and Japs have been all but
destroyed.
Maybe it will be possible to
get back to the prewar system
eventually and not have any
unitas or bancor. ,
But there is at least a difficult
transition period to be dealt with.
And furthermore, the old system

BONDS

Products. They

Approximately 1,700 acres of
tomatoes and 200 acres of beans
have been contracted for by a
cannery in Daviess county.
Homemakers' club members in
Hart county are conserving food
by canning their surplus hominy,
greens and chickens.
Quinton Lester of Lawrence
county received approximately
$41 above feed cost on his flock
of 149 hens during March.
To relieve the feed shortage
in Carroll county, 3,000 bushels
of government wheat have been
ordered.
A large acreage of spring oats
has been planted in Bracken
county as a nurse grop for clover
and grasses.
More than six carloads of 20
percent phosphate were distributed to Perry county farmers during March.
Ten Homemakers' clubs in Logan county reported that their
members had purchased war
bonds and stamps for $13,106.
Nine carloads of certified potato seed and one carload of select
potato seed were sold in Bar-

bourville, Knox county.
Anderson county Homemakers' clubs collected 475 pounds of
salvage fat in March, 207 pounds
having been collected by two
clubs.
More than 25 brooder houses
have been constructed in Pulaski
county, and 10 laying houses are
under construction to meet the
25 percent poultry increase.
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As City Property, For Sale

C. A. Woodall
117 V1. Main St reel

Phone 54

Slack Suits, Sizes 2 to 8 . . . . $2.00
Sizes 8 to 16,
..$2.25-$2.95
Men's Slack Suits $2.95 to $6.95
FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

so.nsceom
Thursd
ay, Ani;11,ai3r.riylm, 204,9,401:19, A4374,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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his barn burned with 600 bushels
cwo_n_ultokiiiimnism
:robatte
then
hay;
snimg:;
of
of corn and 45 tons
1.1:0:E:dtD
vandals broke 15 windows in
another of his business buildin Princeton. Car expeneno
ings.
;pact:et:trail:7s, iernt,41,
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$25 weekly:

Pvt. Douglas Rich Perkins

HE PR
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But Certificate Still
Is Necessary From
County OPA Rationing Board

Harold T. Martin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Martin, Cobb,
is home on furlough. He is stationed at Camp Adair, Oregon.
* * *
Burley C. White, stationed in
Nebraska, is home on furlough
visiting his mother, Mrs. Vera
Watts, Cobb.
* * *
Pvt. Billie Cantrell, former
assistant manager of the Capitol
Theater, arrived here Wednesday morning for a week's furlough. He was accompanied by
his wife. Pvt. Cantrell is stationed at Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
* * *
Pfc. Owen Dunbar, son of Mr.
and Mrs, James Dunbar, Mad-i
sonville St., was recently graduated from the Chanute Field
School of the Army Air Forces.
* * *
Gresham Pettit has been recently transferred from Camp
McCoy, Wis., to Nashville, Tenn.,
where he is a Cadet in the Army
Air Corps. He spent last weekend here.

CLASSIFIED ADS
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All automobile tires will be of
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understanding here, Robert
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to an advanced training school.
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woodlands, inhabited by the
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anyone can rival the doughboy's
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35-miles-an-hour wartime speed would be ready for review
by red by the U. S. Employment
limit, the announcement stated. the supervisors when
Pvt. Nat Baker, Petaluna, "slanguage" for vividness, it's
they meet Service. Cooperation was promthe Cajun.
Thursday, May 13, as required ised in carrying out the govern- Calif., left Wednesday after a
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He calls the skunk either chat
A new type of glass has been by law.
ment's fequest.
furlough. He visited Dr. and
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(stinking
developed for use in airplane
cat)
or arrosir
Complaints, including one rela- Mrs. Fred Stevenson and relaThe Mayors read a communica(sprinkler). A bat is a souriscabins to render airmen immune tion from the War Manpowe tive to congested traffic
on East tives here. Pvt. Baker is in the chaude,
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r
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* * *
The ancient Greeks and RomTech. Cpl. William
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ans painted signs on walls in Stephens, Ft. Knox, spent last
public places as a means of week-end with his parents, Mr.
spreading news.
and Mrs. Uel Stephens, Hopkins

City Buys $4,000
In War Bonds
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!
Government Lifts Restrictions
on Re-roofing and Re-siding
with Asbestos Singles

SPECIAL RULING IS MADE TO
MEET CRITICAL WAR PROBLEM*
Many home owners have been postponing re-roofing
and repairs to their homes because of their fear
that
only temporary materials would be available.
Many
others have obtained the impression that to have
such
work done would be contrary to the interest of
winning the war.
If your home needs re-roofing, if the sidewalls need
painting or repair, a special W.P.B. ruling just issued
removes the restrictions on the use of asbestos shingles
for this purpose. There is no longer any reason for
you to postpone having this work done.

Pre-War Quality - - Pre-War Prices
Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles are manufact
ured
to the same fireproof, durable quality standard
s as before the war. They are available at pre-war prices,
too.
If your home needs painting or repair,
we recommend J-M Asbestos Siding Shingles. They
need no
preservative treatment—are fireproof—permanent
as
stone—and will completely transform the appearan
ce
of your home. If you need a new roof, we
recommend
J-M Asbestos Roofing Shingles. They have
the same
desirable maintenance-free qualities.
Protect your home for today and for the
future. We
will be glad to show you samples of the new
styles and
new textures of these colorful shingles.
*Long asbestos spinning fibre is an essential
material
in many war products. In mining asbestos,
for every
ton of long asbestos fibre, many tons of shorter
fibre
must be produced. This shorter fibre must be
utilized,
and its principal use is in the manufacture of
asbestos
shingles. Restrictions were therefore latest to
increase
the use of asbestos shingles and thereby insure an
adequate supply of long asbestos fibre vitally needed
for
war.

CLEAN OP - CHEER UP

Clean Up Week also National Baby Week
at all Red Front Stores. More
Money all the time.

FIELD SEED

Heeaz
inize,zim
ezost

Floor Duster
Floor Wax
g Swan Soap
sbiozesiipekpg.k

Our Government is asking farmers of the United
States to plant 12,000,000 acres in Soy Beans
in 1943. Soy Beans are used in many items
necessary to our war effort.

Baby Food
.ch 59( Golden Karo
J. 30( Spic and Span

4

Johnson's

med. size — 2 cakes I3c
lg. size — 2 cakes 2Ic

If you are going to help out in this way, get your
Soy Bean seed now!

g24c63;c;

pkm
ediu
g
size

At this time we have good stock:
DASH 5-... An early maturing variety. A good
yielding medium yellow bean 20 days
earlier than Ogden.

1 Cleanser
:=:: Pet Milk

I

—

PURDUE 7 -An early maturing variety. Large
yellow and branching stalk.
OGDEN

A late-maturing, high yielding oil
bean.

BLACK KINGWA
MACOU PIN

Loving Cup

12=
7

Be sure to inoculate Soy Beans . . . We have
new 1943 inoculators.

Large Florida
ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
heavy with juice

Yellow and Orange Top Cane Seed.
Tennessee Grown Millet

cans
ans 30(

Crisco 1 ll25( 3
Spry 1 25( 3
oz. Limburger. r7.1
More for your =

Produce Department
Juicy Red
WINESAP APPLES

A good Bean for bottom land.

3

American Cream Cheese, Red
Old Style English and Relishes.
Money all the time.

1-=

A good hay bean.

1

3 cans

LEMONS
360 size

ib.121(

RADISHES
round red bunch
WHITE ONIONS
sweet new
CARROTS
long crisp
WHITE SQUASH
fresh tender

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables,
fresh meat. More for
your Money all the Time

In Hopkinsville, It's

FIELD SEED AND FARM SUPPLIES

-2

RED FRONT
CASH

& CARRY STOKES
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inceton Unit Will
-ek Funds To Bring
pportunity To More
outh Here

ica.
• work of the Scouts in 1942
, from small service asents to collection of thousof pounds of salvage ma.
y Scouts in West Kentucky
red 25,000 coat hangers for
ens at Camp Breckinridge,
they were told the service
had no hangers on which to
their clothes in the new

in,

e biggest effort of the year.
ver, was the scrap metal
tion campaign. They combarea, working tirelessly
a house-to-house canvass,
had small wagons in which
hauled their collections,
- baskets, still others had
les. Some managed to borthe family car or father's
to bring in the largest
of scrap that could not be
otherwise.
Scouting program in West
ky, covers 13 counties,
serves 850 boys. The counin the area include Daviess,
k, Ohio. McLean, HenderUnion, Muhlenberg, HopWebster, Lyon, Crittenden,
well and Livingston.
'a-ever our objectives for
are 1,300 Scouts and 250
in 60 troops and 11 Cub
We now have 850 Scouts
more than 40 troops and
•'' Executive Potter said.
will take funds, and for
reason we are instituting the
• financial drives this
1943 the Scouts will
contheir war service, farm
camps, district camporees,
of honor, troop rally
proand we will also have
weeks of Summer
camp at
Warren Hogg Memorial
camp,"
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Cross Knitters
More Volunteers

ti
' knitters are
needed at
0
local Red Cross
Sewing •
it was
announced today
Iirs. J. L.
Walker,
Present 50 women chairman.
are knitbut with
two more shipof yarn
having arrived,
workers are needed.
Those
'; knitted ten
or more
tins are
Mrs. R. W. Lisanby
Miss Jeanon
: five or Adamson. Those
more are Mrs.
A. Griffin
and Mrs. P. R.
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N. Fox,
pastor of
`Ttral
Presbyter
ian Church,
getiver the
" to the
baccalaureate a
graduating class
ottawa
High
May
School Sunday
9, at 8:30
o'clock.'
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Scouts of Princeton and
estern Kentucky area have
on a war footing since Jap
s fell on Pearl Harbor.
aid has been enlisted in
war drive and so thorough
they been in these activiand other phases of Scout
that the Western Kentucky
il ranks among the top six
t of all the councils in

en
• and Adams, son-in-law
Mrs. Charles
Pepper,
Ilraduated from
School at Ft.Officers
Knox,
last, and
commissioned
lieutenant Mrs. Pepper
krs
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Miss
PePPer, attcnded
the coreLieutenant and Mrs.
went to
Kansas City, Mo.,
'
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and
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for
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